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What is 
Self-Compassion?

...it is simply,

compassion

directed inward.
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Self-Compassion

3 Components:

1.) Kindness

2.) Common Humanity

3.) Mindfulness



Self-Kindness 

It entails being warm and
understanding toward ourselves when
we suffer or fail, rather than criticizing

It means comforting and soothing
ourselves when experiencing our pain
rather than getting upset and angry
with ourselves

It acknowledges our shortcomings, but
does so without judgement



Common Humanity 

It involves recognizing that we are all
human and the human condition is
imperfect and shared amongst us all

It acknowledges that we are not alone
in our suffering

It understands that failure and
imperfection are a normal part of
being human



Mindfulness 

It involves turning towards our painful
thoughts and emotions without
avoidance or suppression

It means recognizing when life goes
awry and being mindful of our
emotions at that time

It focuses not on being overly
consumed with our negative thoughts
and emotions, but recognizes the need
to comfort ourselves when suffering



Self-Compassion &
Parenting 

   AS PARENTS WE TEND TO...

Put others' needs ahead of our own

Be extremely hard on ourselves if we
make a mistake

Find it difficult to take a compliment

Push our feelings aside and keep working

Get caught up in the business of the job
and life in general



Self-Compassion is
Important for Parents
Because it...

Encourages individuals to be less afraid
of failure and more likely to try again

Allows for improving mental health and
attaining one's fullest potential

Improves relaxation, lowers stress,
improves self-esteem, and ultimately
enables deeper patient connections

Lowers psychological distress/problems

Fosters self-improvement and motivation
to change

Enables individuals to be more forgiving
of others

Is associated with emotional intelligence,
curiosity, optimism, and happiness

Self-compassion is also proven to promote
happiness and work/life satisfaction



Resources

THE THREE COMPONENTS OF SELF
COMPASSION BY KRISTIN NEFF

https://self-compassion.org/

PREVENT BURNOUT BY MAKING SELF-
COMPASSION A HABIT

https://hbr.org/2017/05/prevent-burnout-by-making-
compassion-a-habit


